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Abstract: The facility placement in supply chain management entails suppliers
and consumers along with the terminals in between for distributing
commodities. This study seeks to find the best terminal placement by taking
into consideration the costs for both transportation and terminal construction.
We call this a supplier-terminal-consumer (STC) problem and show that the
STC is an NP-hard quadratic assignment problem. The NP-hard problems in
real-size are proven to be intractable; hence, we develop a two-fold heuristic
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A logit-based model for facility placement planning
method for solving the STC problems. First, we identify the commodity
flow by using a logit-based mathematical programming (Logit-MP)
methodology based on the demand for the commodity and the locations of the
candidate-terminals. We apply Logit-MP in an iterative process and specify the
maximum utilisation of the candidate-terminals. Second, the best possible
locations for the terminals are identified by analysing the utilisation rates in a
geographic information system interface and using an interpolation method for
converting the point-based utilisation rates into spatial data. We present
numerical results of a large-size transportation case study for the city of
Chicago where the commodity, terminals and consumers are interpreted as
wheat, silos and bakeries, respectively.
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1

Introduction

Efficient facility placement associated with supply chain management is a challenge to
researchers and practitioners. Suppose that there is a general chain of supplier-terminalconsumer (STC) of a commodity (e.g., oil, grain, ammunition, groceries) which is
produced/manufactured/supplied at one end and is consumed at the other end. Along this
chain, intermediate terminals must be introduced to link the suppliers with the consumers.
The terminals could be refineries, silos or arsenals. The placement of the terminals is
impacted by their construction or set-up costs, and the cost to transport goods from
suppliers to terminals and from terminals to consumers. We seek to identify the best
terminal placement layout that minimises costs. The commodity flow is from a supplier
to a consumer via a terminal. Let this problem be termed STC.
For the sake of clarity assume a large city to be supplied with a generic commodity
‘X’ from outside the city. The commodity is brought to the terminals located around the
periphery of the city by heavy commercial trucks, and distributed to consumers by
smaller delivery vehicles. We analysed this problem using data from the City of Chicago
as a case study, assuming wheat as the commodity. Wheat is supplied and transported
from farms to the silo terminals where it is stored and milled. The commodity
transformed into the form of flour and is then transported to the consumers, which are
bakeries.1 Thus, the best arrangement of silos will be the locations which minimise the
costs involved.
Wheat is transported in a network consists of nodes and links representing junctions
and road segments. In addition, the wheat demand is available in an aggregated level
represented by zones. For instance, the Chicago model consists of 1778 zones. Zones also
are coded as specific nodes (known as centroid) and are virtually connected to the real
network by dummy links. We assume that the set of existing zones or centroids are the
candidate location of the prospective terminals. The wheat demand is assumed as a
quantity matrix between suppliers and the bakeries describing how much of bakery q’s
demand will be provided by a supplier p. Intuitively, in order to reach the bakery, the
supplier must choose the appropriate terminals based on the concept of least perceived
costs. The demands for the wheat and all cost components are given, and we shall explain
how we set up such parameters in Section 4.
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The STC problem introduced here is simple and appears frequently in practice, but it
is very hard to solve real-world situations. This problem is a challenge in the areas of
computer science and operational research because of the combinatorial nature of its
computation. If we drop one end of the chain, the problem becomes supplier-terminal or
terminal-consumer and is defined as a quadratic-assignment problem (QAP). The QAP is
one of a number of traditional combinatorial problems and is widely recognised as one of
the most difficult problems to solve (Burkard et al., 1998).
In QAP, consider the problem of allocating a set of terminals to a set of either
suppliers or consumers, with the cost being a function of the distance and flow between
the facilities, plus costs associated with a terminal being placed at a certain location. The
objective is to assign each terminal to a location such that the total cost is minimised.
Specifically, we are given three n × n input matrices: F = (fij), D = (dkl) and B = (bik),
where fij is the flow between terminal i and supplier/consumer j, dkl is the distance
between location k and location l, and bik is the cost of placing terminal i at location k.
The QAP can be formulated as follows: Let n be the number of terminals and locations
and denote by N the set N = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
n

min
φ ∈S n

∑ ∑ f .d
ij

i =1

j

n

φ (i ) j

+

∑b

iφ ( i )

(1)

i =1

where Sn is the set of all permutations of terminals’ locations denoted by φ (Burkard et
al., 1998).
Despite more than three decades worth of extensive research, the QAP remains one of
the most difficult optimisation problems, and no exact algorithm can solve problems of
size n > 20 in a reasonable computational time. In fact, Sahni and Gonzalez (1976) have
shown that the QAP is NP-hard.
The STC seems to be a dual QAP consisting of supplier-terminal QAP and
terminal-customer QAP. With reference to the case-study of Chicago, any zones
(centroids) of the network can be a terminal location candidate and, at 1778 zones, this is
far greater than the 20 locations threshold for reasonable computational time. Hence the
STC is much more difficult than QAP. The dual nature of the problem along with the
number of candidate locations extremely increases the difficulty of the problem
compared to the QAP. Also our problem further considers the terminals’ capacity, an
additional aspect that does not exist in the QAP. It would be interesting to specify the
hardness of the introduced problem, but that is left for further study.
Our problem shares some common ground with general problems of ‘service facilities
placement’ in computer science (Laoutaris et al., 2007), in which the number of terminals
can be a variable. In addition, the STC is one of the core topics in supply chain
management (Huang, 2004). The supply chain is a set of organisations directly linked by
flows of products, services, finances and information from a source to a customer. Supply
chain management is the integration of key business processes across the supply chain for
the purpose of creating value for customers and stakeholders (Lambert, 2008). In other
words, supply chain management develops and controls the supply chain (Mentzer et al.,
2001). SCM addresses several integral problems, such as distribution network
configuration (Aboolian et al., 2009), information sharing (Lee et al., 2000; Ragunathan,
2001; Aviv, 2007), inventory management (Zipkin, 2000; Kogan and Shnaiderman,
2010) and pricing (Fang and Whinston, 2007). Hence the STC can be included in the
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SCM category. A thorough review on facility location in the context of supply chain
management can be found in the works of Klose and Drexl (2005), Revelle at al. (2008)
and Melo et al. (2009).
Our target was tackling the STC problem for real life cases and due to the inherent
complexity of the problem we developed a heuristic methodology. The heuristic
methodology is a hybrid of two components:
•

First we develop a behavioural and exact mathematical methodology to understand
the commodity (wheat) flow between the suppliers, terminals (silos) and consumers
(bakeries). The input data are as follows: silo placement layout, the demand for the
commodity (wheat) and the transportation and construction costs. This part of
methodology models the behaviour of the suppliers when they choose the
appropriate silo based on their own utilities. Utility is the perceived value based on a
variety of factors such as transportation costs, storage charge, quality of storage,
safety of the silos, and etc. The suppliers’ choice behaviour is encoded as a logit
model adopted from consumer theory to take the uncertainty of the behaviours into
consideration. The literature integrating uncertainty in the supply chain and location
decision is still scarce. In order to consider terminal capacity explicitly, we used the
logit model(s) in the context of a mathematical programming (MP) model, in which
the suppliers compete with each other to reach to the best appropriate silos according
to their utilities. In this paper we refer to this component of the methodology as the
logit-based mathematical programming (Logit-MP) model. This part of the
methodology is inspired by Spiess’ work (1996). Spiess (1996) developed a robust
model to specify the load factor of the parking lots, paralleling terminals in our
terminology, between two origins and destinations.

•

Second, we will not seek the exact solution for STC in the quest of identifying
locations of the terminals. Instead, we consider all the zones as candidate silo
locations having infinite capacity. We run the above described Logit-MP model
iteratively to evaluate the load of the wheat in each silo, to specify the silos’
utilisations. After each iteration, the weakest node with the lowest utilisation is
removed for the next iterations, and its utilisation is saved into a separate ‘utilisation’
database. When this process is completed and all nodes have been eliminated, the
utilisation database is exported to a GIS-based application to analyse the silos’
utilisation and their topographic status. From this information, a proposed silo
location layout is identified.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the literature
review. Section 3 introduces the mathematical underpinnings of the Logit-MP model
along with some additional details provided in appendices A, B, C and D. In Section 4 we
present a case study for the city of Chicago to demonstrate the applicability of the
proposed methodology. In Section 5 we conclude with our conclusions and future
research directions.

2

Literature review

The current paper extends the QAP model commonly used in the literature. Most of the
algorithms are heuristic. The first algorithm was proposed by Armour and Buffa (1963)
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who determined suboptimum relative location patterns for physical facilities. The authors
examined their model using a manufacturing plant layout example, and mentioned that
their methodology is general and may be used for a variety of applications. Later research
used tabu search (Taillard, 1991; Battiti and Tecchiolli, 1994), genetic algorithms
(Fleurent and Ferland, 1994) or both where a set of 29 test problems having between 30
and 100 facilities was investigated (Drezner, 2003). Cordeau et al. (2006) suggested a
heuristic method for generalised QAP where the number of facilities must not be equal to
the number of sites, and either zero or more than one facility may be assigned to each
facility. The authors mention that their problem has applications in container yard
management and in the assignment of equipment to manufacturing sites. In order to test
their results, they compared them on small examples to results generated by exact
formulations, and observed similar optimal values.
Because of the complexity of finding exact solutions to general QAP, research is
commonly focused on either lower bounds for the QAP (Assad and Xu, 1985; Carraresi
and Malucelli, 1992; Hahn and Grant, 1998), or exact solutions for special cases. In
Christofides and Benavent (1989), the special case of tree QAP, where the non-zero
flows resemble a tree, is considered and is exactly solved by a branch-and-bound
algorithm based on an integer programming problem formulation. The authors state that
their problem has practical applications such as assembly line layout and pipeline design,
since in these cases the flow graph is a tree. The algorithm has been tested on 14
examples with sizes up to 25 vertices (machines). It was found that the percents of lower
bounds below the optimum values were very small, 1.07% on average. The authors
conclude that in general, very short and bushy trees, or very long and thin ones lead to
easier problems than in the other cases. Other research which combines lower bounds
based on heuristic techniques and an exact approach based on branch-and-bound was
undertaken by Maniezzo (1999). In Demidenko et al. (2006), special well solvable cases
of QAP with monotone and bimonotone matrices, are considered. Those cases are
solvable in polynomial time, and the authors mention that their results “lead to a wide
application area concerned with allocation of industrial objects and computer
components, optimal management of supply chains and computer networks.” Additional
special cases of QAP, which are polynomially (or even less) solvable, can be found in
Nagarajan and Sviridenko (2009), and in Zabudskii and Lagzdin (2010).
The superiority of exact solutions upon heuristic ones is discussed by Drezner et al.
(2005). The authors state that “solutions at a fraction of one percent from the best known
solution values are rapidly found by most heuristic methods.” The paper presents several
QAP instances, up to a size of 75, that are difficult using heuristic methods but which are
solved well by exact methods such as branch-and-bound and benchmarks. The authors
mention that based on previous papers applications of QAP include the placement of
electronic modules, the assignment of specialised rooms in a building and other
applications in imagery and turbine runner balancing.
In addition, there are studies presenting generalisations and improvements to the
QAP. The quartic assignment problem (QrAP) is an extension of QAP with an objective
function of higher degree (Chiang et al., 2002, 2006). Nagi (2006) deals with the full
assignment problem (FAP), and Zhang et al. (2011) extends it to the full assignment
problem with congestion (FAPC), which simultaneously optimises the layout and flow
routing. The latter research indicates the following: “FAPC is even more difficult than
QAP because it needs to tackle a variant of multicommodity-flow problem for every
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layout in the solution space that may contain (n+1)! permutations as in the QAP case.”
The branch-and-price and the column-generalisation algorithms are used to solve the
FAPC. The authors compare the QAP, QrAP and FAPC models and conclude that the
FAPC is more sophisticated than both the former two, as it requires more data input and
more computational effort. Minhas and Sait (2005) consider the VLSI cell placement
problem, another generalisation of QAP, which consists of finding suitable physical
locations for given cells on the layout. A parallel tabu search algorithm is used for
efficient optimisation of a constrained multiobjective problem. In Jaramillo (2009), the
multicommodity-flow problem (MFP) and the QAP are integrated to the MFQAP
problem dealing with assigning nodes to locations and commodity flows to arcs to
minimise the total cost or maximise the profit. Jaramillo (2009) wrote: “the MFQAP has
applications in facilities design and logistic systems design… some applications of the
MFQAP are the integrated machine allocation and layout problem; an extended distance
based facility layout problem; and the dynamic extended facility layout problem.” The
author concludes with “it is recommended to develop approximation algorithms for the
MFQAP, such as tabu search and simulating annealing that are able to assign nodes to
locations and update commodity flows in one step.”
The above QAP related literature clearly indicates that the size of problem is a
prohibitive factor impacting the efficiency of the solution. It is worth mentioning that
STC problem is a two-fold QAP that adds one more dimension to the difficulty of solving
it.
Utilisation of GIS-applications in various fields including transportation science
accelerated during the last three decades (Fothernigham and Rogerson, 1993; Viegas et
al., 2008; Martinez et al., 2009). GIS-applications provide a set of powerful tools to better
understand mostly spatial and convoluted phenomena. Hence, with respect to the spatial
characteristic of the STC, we seek spatial analysis and inference modules provided by
GIS-applications. Such analysis and inferences would contribute to the final proposed
terminal layout.

3

Mathematical underpinnings of the Logit-MP model

In this section we first introduce the concept of utility and the logit model. More details
can be found in McFadden (1977), Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) and Greene (2000).
We then briefly outline the framework of the MP problem which has accommodated the
logit models. More details can be found in Spiess (1996), Bagloee and Reddrick (2011),
and Bagloee et al. (2012).
Suppliers and consumers (bakeries) are denoted by P and Q respectively. In between
the two is the set of terminals (silos), represented by K. Supplier p ∈ P has to supply the
amount of wheat requested by bakery q ∈ Q which is denoted by Gpq. This is an entry in
the wheat demand matrix. Supplier p ∈ P stores and mills wheat at a silo (k ∈ K). The
flour is then transported to bakery q ∈ Q. The silo is selected by the supplier according to
his utility. ‘Utility’, used with discrete choice models, is a critical concept underlying
consumer theory (further discussed in Appendix A). There is a unique utility associated
with each supplier p ∈ P, using silo k ∈ K to provide wheat to consumer q ∈ Q, denoted
by Upkg. Utility functions are linear functions whose variables are contributing factors to
the utility perceived by supplier p of selecting silos k to supply bakery q. These factors
may include: transportation costs from p to k and from k to q, storage charge at silo k,
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quality of storage and climate condition at silo k, safety of the silo k, proximity of silo k
to end users (bakery q) etc. For easier formulation, the linear utility function is split into
two utility functions: –upk, –ukg which represent costs in the perceived utility (the minus
sign represents a disutility).
Given the logit (utility) functions and the wheat demand, as well as the silos’
capacities, a MP model was developed to determine the optimal flow of wheat. Hence the
Logit-MP model requires three sets of inputs:
1

wheat demand matrix between suppliers and bakeries (Gpq)

2

vector of the capacity of the silos (Ck)

3

conductivity matrices.

The linkage between the suppliers, silos and bakeries are provided by the (dis)utility
rates. With respect to the logit model expressed in equation (6) in order to facilitate the
computation process, we use exponential forms of the utility function: Ωpk = exp(–upk)
and Φkg = exp(–ukg). Smaller upk or ukg indicates lower disutility which implies increased
Ωpk and Φkg. Thus, Ωpk, Φkg are desirable inputs and convey a positive message. We label
these (Ωpk, Φkg) as conductivity matrices. The output is the wheat flow gpkq, and
consequently the amount of wheat stored at silos is (
g pkq ) or the silos’ utilisation.

∑

pq

In Appendix B, the mathematical underpinnings and the proof of the Logit-MP model is
provided. In Appendix C, a solution algorithm for the Logit-MP is discussed. The
problem under study is analogous to a well-known problem in transportation, known as
the Hitchcock transportation problem (HTP). Appendix D is devoted to a discussion of
the similarity between Logit-MP and HTP. The application of the Logit-MP to the case of
the Chicago network is elaborated in the next section.

4

Numerical results and the GIS application

We used the large-scale transportation model of the city of Chicago with 1,778 regular
zones, 12,982 nodes, and 39,018 road links as the case study. In addition, 12 external
zones placed in the peripheral areas represent the city’s gates to the outside world. This
network has been used by several researchers in the literature (see Bar-Gera and Boyce,
2003). This regional model dataset, like other regional models, also includes travel
demand in the form of trip matrices. We interpreted and then permuted the trip demand
matrix to a wheat demand matrix between the suppliers and the bakeries as follows:
•

All the regular zones in the city are considered as the bakeries (zone number 1 to
1778).

•

Zone numbers from 1779 to 1790, 12 external-zones, located on the peripheral area
of the city are assumed as the suppliers. Figure 1 depicts Chicago’s transportation
network, locations of the suppliers (external zones) and the regular zones (candidate
silos and bakeries).

•

The trip matrix contains 1,360,427 trips per hour for the peak hour time.2 We need to
create the wheat demand from the trip demand which starts as a two-dimensional
matrix of 1790 × 1790. The wheat demand matrix shall be in the form of
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(1779…1790) × (1…1778). For each cell in the wheat demand matrix, we sum up
cells in the corresponding column of the trip matrix equally, according to the order of
the suppliers. For the first supplier (zone 1779) the corresponding cells of 1 to 148,
for the second supplier (zone 1780) the corresponding cells of 149 to 2 * (148) = 296
and likewise for the remaining suppliers are summed. It is worth noting that number
of silos is 12 and if we divide the zones (1778 zone) to the silos, the share of each
silos is almost 148 zones; 148 ≈ 1778/12. Thus the last silo (1790) has to take 2 more
zones that is 1629…1778. Figure 1 also shows the magnitude of the wheat supply at
the external-zones. These calculations result in a complete and unbiased dataset.

Figure 1

Transportation network and wheat supply of the city of Chicago
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4.1 Encoding and executing the algorithm
Since the host application of the Chicago dataset is the transportation planning software
known as EMME/3, we shall be using this software too. Using EMME/3 in this study
provides some advantages:
1

The way we have translated the STC problem, utilising the transportation
terminologies such as nodes, links, and zones support using transportation software

2

EMME/3 is designed to handle large scale matrix operations upon which this
methodology is based.

Therefore the algorithm was prepared as a ‘macro’ feature of EMME/3 which calls the
matrix calculation modules. The Logit-MP model is encoded as a macro called
supply-silo-bakery (SSB) macro (‘macro’ simply is a set of EMME/3 commands). We
used a PC with a 2.33 GHz CPU and 3.25 GB of RAM for all computations.

4.2 Logit models and conductivity matrices
Each supplier has his own preference when selecting the appropriate silos, depending on
the cost, charges and other considerations such as paper work, type of the silo and so on.
The logit models may be calibrated given a panel of data pertaining to past supplier
behaviour. Due to the widespread usage of logit models, all the econometric applications
such as Limdep, ALOGIT and even most of the mathematical or statistical software such
as Gauss and SPSS are capable of handling the calibration. The mathematic basis of the
logit model calibration can be found in the econometric literature (see McFadden, 1977;
Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Greene, 2000). Since the logit model calibration is not the
focus of this study, and the undertaken case-study already is based on a trip data case, we
correlate the logit models only to the ‘cost’. The Chicago transportation models yield the
congested travel time from assigning the trip demand to the network. We used this travel
time as a proxy for the ‘cost’. The following formulations specify the conductivity
matrices:
⎧⎪Ω pk = b.e − a.t ( p , k )
⎨
−t ( k , q )
⎪⎩Φ kq = b.e

(2)

where t(m, n) is the travel time (in hour) between pair zones (or nodes) m and n; a > 1 is
meant to imply that the first leg of the chain is governed by a higher cost compared to the
second leg. This would force the suppliers to seek silos before connecting with the
bakeries. In other words, the first leg is undertaken by heavy truck vehicles and the
second leg is undertaken by lighter delivery vehicles since the mobility of heavy truck is
restricted in the inner city network. Let us call this parameter a truck-charge. We tested
our algorithm two times using two rates for truck-charges, a = 5 and a = 2. Note that
parameter b is used just to provide decent conductivity rates in terms of the number of
integer digits. We tested the algorithm for b = 1,000 and we obtained 332.12 as the
average of the conductivity matrix of the second leg.
Thus far the input data are as follows: wheat demand (Gpq); the conductivity matrices
(Ωpk, Φkg); the infinity assumption for the capacity of the silos (Ck = ∞, ∀k). Therefore,
we are now prepared to run any scenario of the silos’ status as follows.
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4.3 A heuristic approach to specify silos locations
This is an iterative process, and the primary output of the mathematical algorithm is the
silos’ utilisation. At the outset, all the regular zones are considered as candidate silo
locations. After each iteration, the zone(s) (candidate-silo) with lowest utilisation is
removed, and its utilisation is saved in a dataset called ‘utilisation database’. This zone is
no longer a candidate in the next iteration. The main concept behind this approach is that
the silos’ utilisation is computed while they are competing with each other. At each
iteration, the poorest or weakest candidate(s) is (are) discarded. The candidate locations
which survive until the very last iteration may be regarded as the strong candidates. Apart
from the shear rate of the utilisations, the topographic distribution of the silos is very
important too. For instance, two closely spaced silos are not a good layout. Therefore, we
save the utilisation rates and present them graphically to allow us an opportunity for
visual inspection which can increase our understanding of the results. The following is a
pseudo-algorithm used to compute the utilisation database:
Step 0

Step 1

Preparation and initialisation:
set C k :=

•

set Uk: = k ∈ K, initialising the utilisation database

•

call already computed conductivity matrices Ωpk, Φkg.

G pq for ∀k ∈ K

execute SSB (Gpq, Ωpk, Φkg, Ck | Gk, Gpk, Gkq), where the first set of
arguments are the inputs followed by the outputs entailing contributing
silos’ utilisation, the wheat flow from suppliers to silos and the wheat flow
from silos to bakeries respectively.

Post-run process
•

Step 3

p,q

Run SSB (Logit-MP model) macro
•

Step 2

∑

•

Uk: = max(Uk, Gk), updating the utilisation table.

Termination condition
•

if |sum(Gk)–min(Gk)| < 1.0 then stop

•

K: = K – {k | min(Gk)}

•

Go to step 1.

In the above pseudo-algorithm, since the SSB macro is sensitive to the silos’ capacity, we
set the silos capacity as the maximum required value, which is the total wheat demand.
Therefore, they implicitly become infinite capacity. At the end of each iteration, in step 2
the utilisation table is updated. Then in step 3, the poorest silos whose utilisation is the
minimum is discarded from the next iterations. The remaining silos (updated set K in step
3) will carry on into the next iterations until no more silos remain. Once only one silo is
left with infinite capacity, the algorithm terminates. This is guaranteed when the
summation and minimum of the utilisation set are identical. At the end, the last updated
Uk will constitute the utilisation database.
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4.4 GIS applications in the methodology
In order to analyse the algorithm’s sensitivity to the truck-charge parameter, we run the
procedure twice: testing a = 5 and a = 2. We expect that by lowering the truck-charge
from 5 to 2, the best location of the silos becomes closer to the city. Since the number of
candidate silos is 1778, basically each run comprises 1778 iterations to complete the
utilisation table. With respect to the size of the case-study, the computation time was very
efficient. Each run took only 1.7 hours.
The utilisation database is then exported to a GIS-based software to graphically
analyse the result. We employed the leading software of ArcGIS 9.3 which includes some
mathematical tools to undertake graphical analysis such as interpolation. We utilised
ArcGIS’ interpolation capabilities, included as part of ‘spatial analyst toolbox’, to convert
the spot data of utilisations to smooth distributed surface data. The surface data is more
intuitive than the spot and sporadic data. The interpolation tool developed by ArcGIS is
the result of various research studies (see ESRI, 2009; Hutchinson, 1988; Hutchinson,
1996; Wahba, 1990). Accordingly, Figures 2 and 3 depict a so-called thermal-plot of the
interpolated utilisation database for a = 5 and a = 2 that gives a good indication of how
the best locations of the silos are distributed.
It is clear from the thermal-plots (Figure 2 and 3) that there are certain areas coloured
with dark, highlighting extremely desirable silo locations. These locations are clearly
distinguished and delineated from other areas. Both truck charge levels show desirable
areas. However, in the case of truck-charge of a = 5 (a higher charge with respect to the
other case; a = 2), the density of dark coloured areas is concentrated far from the city
centre and closer to the peripheral areas. Furthermore the choices are more acute and
more limited in the case of truck-charge of 5 versus a = 2.
The utilisation database in the form of thermal-plots can be viewed in conjunction
with other important data. For instance a thermal-plot of the land price can be
superimposed on the utilisation plot to identify the intersection of economical areas to
acquire the land and desirable silo locations. The GIS-based applications provide a
variety of such tools which are widely utilised in various fields.
It would be helpful to view the information depicted in the thermal-plots in 3
dimensions. The addition of the third dimension to the interpolated surface thermal plot
results in a mountain-like representation. Thus we call such plots mountain schemes.
These tools are also provided by ArcGIS 9.3 software in a separate module known as
ArcScene.
Accordingly Figures 4 and 5 show the silos’ utilisation database as a mountain
scheme for the two scenarios of a = 5 and a = 2. The sharp differences of certain
candidates in these figures will make very clear to the planners which locations are the
best silo locations.
However, selection of locations for significant investments is not a one-sided activity.
Efforts by municipalities or counties to actively recruit investment are widely practiced
and often include special treatment such as special tax treatment as an inducement to
developers. Understanding what kind of industry would find the location especially
attractively helps target recruitment efforts. In addition, as a community develops its
economic development goals, it is beneficial to understand what advantages the locations
can offer, and what industries the community can most effectively compete for.
Therefore, it is in the interest of the urban planner, municipalities and counties to
incorporate the best locations for large developments such as silos in their master plans.
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The thermal plots provide the planner or other authorities with information about the
best possible general locations for the silos. This information does not address the
number of silos or their precise locations. Addressing these concerns will increase the
complexity of the already highly-complex problem and push the problem to the arena of
integer programming.
Figure 2

Thermal-plot of the utilisation table for truck charge of a = 5 in the Chicago network
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Figure 3
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Thermal-plot of the utilisation table for truck charge of a = 2 in the Chicago network
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Mountain-plot of the silos’ utilisation table for truck charge of a = 5 in the Chicago
network
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Figure 5
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Mountain-plot of the silos’ utilisation table for truck charge of a = 2 in the Chicago
network

Conclusions and future research directions

This research studies a common problem in the fields of supply chain management,
computer science and operational research. Given a chain of suppliers, terminals and
consumers and the flow of a commodity between them, the problem is how to identify the
best terminal locations such that an efficient system emerges. We interpreted this as the
problem of supplier, silo and bakery assuming that wheat is the commodity. This study
addresses actual-size cases. The case study considered 12 suppliers and 1778 candidate
locations for the silos and bakeries. The literature review shows that the problem
considered is difficult to solve from a computational perspective. As a result, we
developed a heuristic methodology that does not guarantee optimality, but can fit
real-world problems. The methodology is two-fold. First, a Logit-MP platform is built to
identify the commodity flows given a commodity’s demand matrix and a scenario of
terminal layout. The Logit-MP is sensitive to the capacity of the silos. We used a realistic
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behavioural approach by adopting logit models for the suppliers’ decision process in
choosing appropriate silos. The silos, as other terminals, are limited by a certain capacity
while the suppliers are competing to acquire the best silos. Second, the utilisation rates
are analysed in a GIS-application module. One of the outputs of the Logit-MP model is
estimated silo utilisation. We assumed infinite capacity for the silos and ran the Logit-MP
model iteratively to determine its maximum utilisation. The utilisation rates were then
exported to ArcGIS 9.3 for a graphical analysis and visual inspection. Two silo location
scenarios were developed using two different charges for truck. The resulting two silos’
utilisation datasets were presented in the form of a Thermal-plot and a mountain-scheme
which showed the location of the silos. Note that consideration of the silos’ capacities
within the constraints in the Logit-MP model is the contribution of this study to the
supply chain literature. Hence, the Logit-MP model paves the way for further studies
which can identify number and the size (capacity) of the silos.
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Notes
1

2

Depending on harvest season, location of the crop, soil, climate, irrigation technique, regional
level and other factors, there are various types of wheat. According to ‘Grain Standards of the
United States’ there are eight classes of wheat used in inspecting and grading (USDA, 1999).
Various available suppliers may also represent various types of wheat. For the Chicago case,
to keep a safe side we conservatively considered 12 different types carried to the city from 12
different routes. Silos may also consist of various types of storages facilities to store different
types of wheat. Wheat is usually transported by specially designed trucks from the farm to the
silos. Since the mobility of such trucks due to size and safety is limited in the inner cities, the
silos are built in the peripheral area of the cities. Silos are equipped to mill the wheat to flour.
The flour is then transported to the bakeries in the city with a lighter delivery truck (FAO,
2009). Throughout the paper for the sake of brevity we refer to a single commodity (‘wheat’)
even when it takes the form of flour when it is transported to the bakeries.
The main objective of this research is to develop a functioning methodology to address real
life cases concern in the supply chain. As shown in the literature review, applications of the
methodologies to real life cases are hindered by the size of the case-study. In order to show the
merits of the methodology developed in this study we used one of the largest and most
challenging network (Chicago). Apart from the size, the data of the Chicago network is easily
available on the internet (Bar-Gera, 2012). This makes the Chicago network as a benchmark
for the researchers to compare their methodologies. Consequently to make use of the Chicago
transportation network, we interpret the trips as the weekly wheat demand in kg. This means
that trips are correlated by bread (or wheat) consumption across the city.

Appendix A
Utility concept and logit models
The perception of supplier p ∈ P of the silos’ utilities depends on various factors such as
distance or transportation costs and the charges imposed by the silos’ owner and other
unknown factors. We can establish a utility function as follows:
U pkq =

∑ w .u
i

i

i
pk

+

∑ w .u
i

i
kq + ∈ pkq

∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K , ∀q ∈ Q

(3)

i

where Upkg is the perceived utility by supplier p ∈ P of choosing silo k ∈ K to connect
with bakery p ∈ Q. The utility consists of two arguments: known parameters associated
i
) and unknown factors (∈pkg). The
with corresponding impacts (
wi .u ipk ,
wi .u kq

∑

i

∑

i

unknown factors are aggregated as a random variable indicating an error term of the
i
utility function. u ipk and u kq
are the i-th (dis)utility factor associated with wi a weight or
impact factor. u ipk represents the factors associated with the first leg of the chain, such as
the general cost to use silo k as perceived by supplier p. The general costs include
transportation cost or time and charges of using the silo (the latter can be set such that the
i
silo’s construction cost be considered too). Accordingly, u kq
represents factors pertaining
to the second leg including transportation costs from silo k to bakery q. wi determines the
i
i
role of u ipk and u kq
: wi > 0 means that u ipk and u kq
are desirable characteristics, hence
they are ‘utility’ otherwise they are called ‘disutility’.
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Given the silos’ utility, Prpq(k), the probability of selecting a specific silo (k) on the
route of supplier p to bakery q may be defined as follows:

{

Pr pq (k ) = Pr U pkq > U pk 'q

}

∀k ≠ k ' , ∀k , k '∈ K

(4)

By substituting equation (3) into equation (4) we have:
⎧⎪
Pr pq (k ) = Pr ⎨∈ pk 'q − ∈ pkq <
⎪⎩

∑ w .u
i

i
pk

+

i

∑ w .u − ∑ w .u
i

i

i
kq

i

i

i
pk '

−

∑ w .u
i

i

⎫

i ⎪
k 'q ⎬

⎪⎭

(5)

If ∈ pk 'q , ∈pkq are assumed to be Weibull distributions, the differences (∈ pk 'q − ∈ pkq )
would be a logistic distribution function and a model known as logit is derived as
follows:
⎛
i ⎞
exp⎜ ∑ wi . u ipk + ∑ wi . u kq
⎟
i
⎝i
⎠
Pr pq (k ) =
⎛
i
i ⎞
exp⎜ ∑ wi .u pk ' + ∑ wi . u k 'q ⎟
i
⎝i
⎠
k'

∑

(6)

The probability of choosing the silos, applied to the wheat demand between the suppliers
and bakeries will specify the wheat flow. Knowing the flow of wheat helps us to derive
how much wheat will be stored at any specific silo:

g pkq = G pq . Pr pq (k )

(7)

where gpkq is the wheat flow from supplier p to bakery q by way of silo k. Since we
mostly referred to the utility factors as ‘cost’ and ‘charge’, for the sake of simplicity and
without loss of generality we define wi = –1 (costs and charges are not desirable terms, so
they are defined as disutility) and then we discard the superscript i from the utility
i
function implying:
wi .u ipk = −u pk and
wi .u kq
= −u kq .

∑

∑

i

i

Appendix B
Mathematical programming
Spiess (1996) indicated and we shall prove that Eq. (7) is equivalent to solving the
following MP:
Min

∑ g (Ang
pkq

pkq

− 1 + u pk + u kq

)

(8)

pkq

S.t. :

∑g

pkq

= G pq

p ∈ P, q ∈ Q

(9)

k

Lemma 1: Equation (7) holds at the optimal solution of equation (8) and equation (9)
Proof 1: By introducing αpq as Lagrangian coefficients (or dual variables) for constraints
(9), the Lagrangian of the above problem is `
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⎛

) ∑ α ⎜⎜ ∑ g

− 1 + u pk + u kq +

pkq

pq

pq

⎝

k

pkq

⎞
− G pq ⎟
⎟
⎠

(10)

By establishing the first order condition of optimality better known as Kuhn-Tucker, the
aforementioned equivalency of the logit form and equation (8) and equation (9) is
proved:

(

(.) = 0

⇒

g pjq = exp − u pk − ukq − α pq

∇Lα pq (.) = 0

⇒

exp(−α pq ) = G pq /

∇L

g

)

(11)

pkq

∑ exp(− u

pk

− u kq

)

(12)

k

Substituting equation (12) into (11) yields equation (7). End of Proof 1 
The proposed MP must adopt a set of new constraints to take the capacity of the silos
(Ck, ∀k ∈ K) explicitly into consideration. This can be done by adding the following
constraint to equation (8) and equation (9):

∑g

pkq

≤ Ck

k∈K

(13)

pq

This constraint can be easily integrated into the above formulations: By introducing
βk ≥ 0 as dual variables for Eq. (13) along with αpq for equation (9) and arranging the
Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition for the new problem equation (8), equation (9) and
equation (13) we can derive a similar equation to equation (10) (see Spiess, 1996;
Bagloee and Reddrick, 2011). The betas have a very important implication: in fact the
betas indicates the price of one extra unit of the respective silo’s capacity with respect to
the objective function equation (8).

Appendix C
Solution algorithm
Since the above introduced problem is free of the convexity issue, Spiess (1996) has
developed an efficient solution algorithm using the Successive Coordinate Descent
(SCD) method (see Luenberger, 1984). The SCD seeks the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
through a five-step algorithm. The algorithm is terminated when, for each and every silo,
the aggregation of the wheat flows (
g ipkq ) fall in an acceptable proximity of ε with

∑

pq

respect to the capacity (Ck):
Errk =

∑g

i
pkq

− C k < ε , ∀k ∈ K

(14)

pq

where Errk is the total amount of capacity constraint violation at silo k. In this case-study
of Chicago we shall be dealing with rates of million kilograms (kg), hence, assuming
ε = 1(kg) is more than sufficient. Note that in the above formulation the superscript i,
refers to the iteration number.
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For large size cases, efficient coding and handling implementation of the algorithms
may become a serious issue. In this regards, permutation of the implementation process
to the format of matrix operations simplifies the process since ordinary commercial
optimisation software such as GAMS and MATLAB are able to accommodate the matrix
operations required for the STC problems. Fortunately, the solution algorithm can be
easily reinterpreted as a series of matrix calculation with simple operations (see Spiess,
1996; Bagloee and Reddrick, 2011). The methodology requires three sets of inputs:
1

wheat demand matrix between suppliers and bakeries (Gpq)

2

vector of the capacity of the silos (Ck)

3

conductivity matrices.

The linkage between the suppliers, silos and bakeries are provided by the (dis)utility rates
With respect to the logit model expressed in equation (6) in order to facilitate the
computation process, we will be using exponential forms of the utility function as: Ωpk =
exp(–upk) and Φkq = exp(–ukg). Smaller upk or ukg means less disutility, which implies
more Ωpk, Φkq. Thus Ωpk, Φkq are desirable inputs and convey a positive message.
Therefore we label them as conductivity matrices. The output would be the wheat flow
g pkq , and consequently the vector of the silos utilisation (
g pkq ) as well as the

∑

pq

betas.
Figure 6 graphically depicts the structure of the mathematical methodology as well as
the input and output data. The suppliers are placed on the left hand side. Bakeries are on
the right hand side. The commodity flow is from left to right (supplier to bakery). In the
middle wheat must be stored in the silos, which are placed in the middle layer. Let us fold
the two legs of the supply chain in Figure 6 on the layer of silos. This would lead to a two
layer network such that the pair of supplier-bakery demands is placed on one layer and on
the other layer the silos are placed where the linkage between supplier-bakery pairs and
silos represents the cost applied to get the respective silos. Figure 7 depicts such an
arrangement consisting of 3 suppliers, 4 bakeries and only 2 silos in which the
combination of supplier-bakery will add up to 12. Figure 6 is reminiscent of the very
well-known problem in Operational Research known as the HTP. In the HTP, only the
minimum of the total incurred cost or charge (or in this study: disutility) to the (wheat)
flow is sought [i.e., Min g ⎛⎜
U pk +
U kq ⎞⎟. g pkq ]. The operational research
pkq

⎝

∑

pk

∑

kq

⎠

literature yields very efficient solution algorithms to tackle the HTP even for very large
size cases (Bradley et al., 1977). In Appendix D we discuss why we did not adopt the
Hitchcock problem despite of the aforementioned efficient solution advantage.
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A schematic outlook of the proposed structure for the STC problem
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Similarity of the STC problem and the HTP
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Appendix D

Proposed methodology versus HTP
As discussed, the HTP corresponds to cost minimisation, where the cost (or based on our
terminology; disutility) are exactly known. That is not the case in this study. As discussed
before, due to the complexity of the problem, many known and unknown factors are
influencing the suppliers’ decision. Imagine a situation in which a supplier faces two
almost identical silos: one with cost (or disutility) of 1.0 and the other with cost (or
disutility) of 0.9. The Hitchcock interpretation of the situation suggests that the supplier
will approach to the cheapest silos even though the costs difference is tiny. However it is
intuitively conceivable that this kind of decisive and absolute situation in a fuzzy real
world environment is impossible. Instead we desire a behavioural approach, in which we
do not have exact knowledge of the costs and (dis)utilities, rather, the perceived
disutilities are statistically distributed. This gives rise to a logit distribution for the
behaviour choice which is not only more realistic but also gives solutions that are
mathematically much more stable.

